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Nike's 'Shoe Dog' Cortez
Pack Drops This Month
BY MIKE DESTEFANO
According to @pyleaks, a quickstrike release featuring three colorways of
the Cortez '72 is scheduled to arrive later this year. While there are currently no photos of the pairs, the "White/Varsity Red/Game Royal" color
combination suggests that the pairs could look similar to the OG colorway
of the runner know for its appearance in the 1994 film Forrest Gump.
Expect all three colorways to arrive at select retailers in July 2019 for $120 each.
It is worth noting that a Shoe Dog documentary is slated to release on Netflix in
the future and could possibly tie-in to this special release. Stay tuned as more
information regarding the Shoe Dog x Nike Cortez '72 pack becomes available.
UPDATE (06/11): Initial images of the upcoming Shoe Dog x Nike Cortez ‘72
pack have surfaced, courtesy of @spicychickenwings on Instagram. Each pair
is dressed in the OG “White/Varsity Red/Game Royal” colorway with alternating logos donning the side panel. One will feature a slim Swoosh, while
the other two showcase Peregrine Falcon and Dimension Six logos that represented two other names considered by Nike’s founders Phil Knight and Bill
Bowerman before they settled on the iconic title we know today. The trio
of retro designs is still expected to release some time in July 2019. UPDATE
(07/18): The full Nike Classic Cortez “Shoe Dog Pack” is set to land on SNKRS
and at select retailers on Wednesday, July 24 with a retail price of $120 apiece.

Phil Knight's best-selling
memoir Shoe Dog will reportedly inspire an upcoming
trio of Nike Cortez '72s.
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Why Adidas Sees Sustainable
Products as a ‘Growth Opportunity for Years to Come’
By DANNY PARISI

In 2015, when Adidas first launched its Parley for
the Oceans line of sneakers made from recycled
ocean plastic, it was a modest production run of just
7,000 pairs. In 2019, Adidas expects to sell 11 million
pairs, according to the company. The growth Adidas
has seen within its sustainable products has been
considerable, contributing in part to the company’s
10% increase in revenue to $6.4 billion, which it saw
this quarter. It’s especially noteworthy given the
relatively slow movement among streetwear and
sneaker brands toward embracing sustainability.
While Adidas has made strides in terms of innovation around sustainable products — like its
Parley for the Oceans and its Futurecraft Loop
collections — the next challenge for the brand is
in convincing people to send back their products
when they’re done with them to be recycled. On
its latest earnings call on Wednesday, Adidas CEO
Kaspar Rorsted said that sustainability is “one of
the biggest, if not the biggest growth opportunity for us in the years to come,” and that next
year, “two sub-brands will emerge to support
our activities in sustainability moving forward.”
Chief among efforts to encourage a circular system
is a voucher program that was rolled out in the U.K.
in mid-October. Customers can return any Adidas
products bought in the last five years, regardless of
what condition it’s in, to earn up to $25 in credit towards a future purchase, depending on the product’s
original value. Taking back the products, which is
done through a pre-paid package sent to consumers’
homes when requested through the Adidas Creator’s
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Club loyalty app, is handled by U.K. startup Stuffstr.
Adidas plans to roll out the program outside the
U.K. next year. “When you buy our product, we keep
a history of what you bought,” said Alexis Olans
Haas, director of sustainability at Adidas. “We show
you the product has an intrinsic value, even after
you’ve worn it, and we offer to buy it back. We’re
really trying to showcase the opportunity for your
clothes to have a second life. We’ll take anything,
even your dirty socks if you want. And if we can’t
resell it, we’ll recycle it. There’s a good, sustainable
reason to make sure these products stay in play.”
The launch of the program came at the same time
as Adidas ramping up production of the second
iteration of its Futurecraft Loop shoe. Pairs of the
first shoe were sent out last year to a select group
of influencers, creators and others to be worn and
eventually returned to Adidas, which was ready to
recycle them into a new version using the feedback
they provide. Adidas is still collecting pairs from the
first iteration and has begun designing the second
version, which will incorporate sustainable ways to
use dyes and color. The shoes are not currently for
sale, but are set to be released to the public in 2021.
“It’s kind of like a cattle call, in a way,” said Paul
Murphy, senior PR manager for U.S. sports at Adidas.
“We send you an email: ‘Can we get your shoes back?’
The idea is that it will be a one-purchase deal when
it goes on sale. You buy one, and as long as you send
it back, you keep getting a ‘new’ pair. The call is out
for the shoes now, but it’s still kind of a seeding program. The people who have it now are wear-testers.”

Haas said that, currently, her priorities include
building up the infrastructure for taking back new
products, including the facilities where the styles
are repaired, restored, repackaged and broken down
to be recycled. She’s also focusing on changing
consumers’ conceptions of a product’s lifecycle.
“It’s all part of the broader strategy we have to
shift our customers from a single-use philosophy to a circular economy,” Olans Haas said.
“The first part is to make sure we are making
stuff sustainably, but the second and more important part is making sure stuff gets back to us
so we can reuse it. In the next year, we’re going
to be investing heavily in that infrastructure.”
While demand for sustainable clothing has gone
up — between 65% and 70% of consumers under 35
will seek out brands that are sustainable, according
to The Robin Report — the sneaker and streetwear
worlds have been slow to adopt it. Adidas also faces competition from its biggest rival Nike, which
has its own sustainability initiatives including

the recently announced Move to Zero campaign, that centers on informing consumers
about its efforts to reach zero carbon and zero
waste. “Communicating these ideas is one of
the things we need to do better,” Murphy said.
“We had a guest speaker in our office one day, [sports
business analyst] Darren Rovell, and when we were
telling him about our sustainability, he stopped us
and said, ‘You need to trumpet the shit out of this.’
The average person might not know about all the
stuff we do, but they should. There are consumers
out there who care deeply about this stuff, and
we need to make sure they know that we do, too.”
Murphy said part of Adidas’ focus right now
will be communicating its various sustainable
efforts to the consumer through high-profile
stunts, like its recent plan to highlight its tech
and engineering teams by sending sneakers to
the International Space Station, and through
more everyday efforts like the 2019 Run for the
Oceans race to promote its ocean plastic sneakers.
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Reebok Drops the Delta from its Logo
By Catherine Carlock

8

Reebok International Ltd. is streamlining its
logo across all products starting next year, and
the Boston-based athletic gear and footwear
maker has kicked off the process by installing
its new logo outside its headquarters. Rather than a red Delta symbol, Reebok will now
brand all products with a Vector symbol and
“drop-R” that previously has been reserved for
Reebok’s Classics and lifestyle-focused products.

performance and lifestyle products even more
so to give our brand one unified presence and
voice.” Reebok’s Vector logo was first introduced in 1992, with the red Delta logo following
in 2011. The Delta will still appear on CrossFit
and UFC-branded Reebok apparel, the company
said. “Under a unified banner, all of our products and experiences will tell a single story that
is clear and consistent,” said Karen Reuther,

The new logo has been installed outside the company’s 220,000-square-foot headquarters at Boston’s
Innovation and Design Building “At Reebok, our
mission is to be the best fitness brand in the world.
We live at the intersection of fitness and fashion,
and our product is a reflection of that connection,”
said Reebok President Matt O’Toole in a statement.
“As we continue to differentiate ourselves, we’re
blurring the lines between our entire portfolio of

Reebok’s vice president of Creative Direction, in
a statement. “The Vector was created as a logo
version of the iconic Reebok side stripes and
cross-check design that dates back more than
fifty years. It’s compelling, dynamic and powerfully linked to some of our greatest cultural moments” Reebok last year moved its headquarters
to 25 Drydock Ave. in Boston’s Seaport District
from a sprawling campus in suburban Canton.
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Adidas’ NA Sales Gain Momentum
Samantha McDonald
As Nike picks up the pace and Under Armour’s struggles continue, the Germany-based sportswear firm
noted growth of 10% in North America following
months of supply chain troubles, signaling promise
in the region’s highly saturated sneaker market. In
its third-quarter earnings report, Adidas said that
it had rebounded from challenges in its manufacturing network — with its Asia-based suppliers, in
particular — that had dented gains early in the year.

supply chain “now allows us to ship more freely.”
Overall, revenues for the Adidas brand shot up 9.5%
to 5.8 billion euros ($6.4 billion), driven by solid
sales in both sport performance and sport-inspired
categories as well as acceleration in the Originals
footwear business. Additionally, the brand is anticipating the release of more colorways of its top-selling Continental 80 lifestyle sneaker and celebrating
the 50th anniversary of its iconic Superstar design starting in December.

“We’re more or less out of the
constraint when it comes to
“We had the deepest restructur- “If we look upon the introducthe supply situation — we’ll
tion of products in 2019 comhave the latest impact in the
pared to the products of 2018,
ing in North America, where we
fourth quarter … and then
we’ve had a substantially more
we’re completely out of it,”
stable and more successful inclosed a lot of retail stores,”
CEO Kasper Rorsted said in
troduction of new products,”
the company’s conference
Rorsted said. “A lot of the prodcall today.Adidas has shifted focus to the United
ucts we do put into the market, we don’t drive to volStates in recent years, forging partnerships with
ume immediately because we want to make certain
A-list celebrities including Kanye West and Bethat we get the highest lifetime value out of them.”
yoncé on their respective Yeezy and Ivy Park lines.
The athletic giant also pointed out recovery in its
The brand has also ramped up its fashion athletic
long-struggling Reebok brand, which contributed
offerings through the release of popular retro silto total sales with a 5.4% increase to 460 million
houettes, and it has banked on its UltraBoost franeuros ($509.6 million). “We had the deepest rechise, which had double-digit gains of more than
structuring in North America, where we closed a
20% in the quarter.Rorsted said early this year that
lot of retail stores,” Rorsted added about Reebok.
Adidas suppliers — 71% of which are in Asia — had
“That’s why you see the pronounced growth in
been unable to keep up with the demand of footNorth America, and that is something that we
wear and apparel goods. However, the executive
want to see in other markets going forward as well.”
revealed in today’s call, that “relief” in its current

Adidas AG is gaining ground in its rivals’ home turf.
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Puma Wants to be Fashion:
Is it Profitable?
DANIELA GARCÍA
The German company, until last year owned by Kering, has collaborated with singers and celebrities to face its conquest of urban fashion.
The German company has increased its sales by
84.4% in the last ten years, from around 2.5 billion euros in 2008 to more than 4.6 billion euros.
In the same period, the company’s profit has exploded, up to 187.4 million euros, although the
margin has dropped, standing at 48.4% last year.
The turning point came in 2015, with the incorporation of Rihanna as the new creative director.
The arrival of the singer returned brightness to the
results of Puma: after two years in decline, the sales
of the brand skyrocketed that year by 12.3% and
have remained upward since. Profitability was also
up. After reducing its net result by 14% in 2013 and
0.2% in 2014, the net result of the group rose in
2015 with an increase of 10.1%. The margin, meanwhile, has remained up since, going from 45.5% the
year Rihanna entered to 48.4% in the last year.
However, Puma’s commitment to fashion began
long before. In 2007, the company shyly began
to approach collaborations with a giant of the
sector, Alexander McQueen, who did a collection
with Hussein Chalayan. In 2009 everything took
a fashion turn. During the London fashion week,
the company presented a collection that was a
declaration: Out of Sport, Out of Fashion. The
campaign called it a decade of sport and fashion.
During the crisis the company maintained a low

profile. The company’s sales were weakening until they hit lows in 2013, when revenue fell 9.6%
and profit sank 13.8%. The margin fell to 46.5%
and the company reacted with more fashion. In
2015 the company reinforced its commitment
to fashion with Fenty X Puma. The Future is Female was the campaign that the company used
for its collaboration with the singer. Seeing that
it worked, more came, The Weeknd, Kylie Jenner
and Cara Delevigne joined the wave of co-creation. The last one was with the American singer
Selena Gomez, who joined the company in 2017 to
continue its conquest of urban fashion. The collection with the singer, Thunder, wants to reach
a younger generation of consumers. Bjorn Gulden,
chief executive officer of Puma, said in his latest
annual report that “these partnerships we have
made with Rihanna and Selena Gomez have defined
a new way of interacting with influencers.”“Puma
constantly works with the most relevant cultural
and fashion icons to connect with audiences that set
trends, this has made Puma one of the most desired
sports and fashion brands for the younger generations.” In parallel, the company has been carrying
out its plans while Kering, who bought it in 2007
for 5.3 billion euros, decided to divest in the sports
fashion company last year to focus on its sector.

The German company was founded in 1948 by businessman Rudolf Dassler. Puma closed
last year’s fiscal year with sales of 4.6 billion euros and a net profit of 187.4 million euros.
From gyms to the street. As Puma gained independence from Kering, the brand has been embracing collaborations with celebrities to position itself as a fashion brand. The context was perfect: athleisure was imposing as the trend. But does it compensate?
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ADIDAS Commits to Only Using
Recycled Plastic

Robots Lose Jobs as Adidas
Shifts Manufacturing

Posted on April 7, 2019

November 11, 2019

The largest sportswear manufacturer in Europe
and second only to Nike worldwide, ADIDAS, has
recently pledged to reduce plastic use. By 2024,
ADIDAS will use only recycled plastic in all its
shoes and sportswear along with its offices, distribution centers, warehouses, and retail outlets. The
German company is also expecting a sharp increase
in sales of its Parley shoes. Introduced in 2017, in
partnership with Parley A.I.R Strategy, this collection of Ultraboost shoes turns ocean plastic waste
into thread that is woven into running shoe laces,
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heel webbing, heel lining, and sock liner covers.
Adidas expects purchases to jump to 5 million
pairs this year compared to 1 million in 2017. The
German company is also expecting a sharp increase
in sales of its Parley shoes. Introduced in 2017, in
partnership with Parley A.I.R Strategy, this collection of Ultraboost shoes turns ocean plastic waste
into thread that is woven into running shoe laces,
heel webbing, heel lining, and sock liner covers.
Adidas expects purchases to jump to 5 million
pairs this year compared to 1 million in 2017.

Adidas plans to close high-tech “robot” factories in
Germany and the United States that it launched to
bring production closer to customers, saying Monday that deploying some of the technology in Asia
would be “more economic and flexible.” The Adidas
factories were part of a drive to meet demand for
faster delivery of new styles to its major markets
and to counter rising wages in Asia and higher shipping costs. It originally planned a global network

of similar factories. Founded by German cobbler Adi
Dassler in 1949, Adidas has shifted most of its production from Europe to Asia and now relies on more
than 1 million workers in contract factories, particularly in China and Vietnam. However, Adidas said
Monday that production at the two factories would
be discontinued by April 2020 at the latest as it focuses instead on using the technologies they pioneered
to produce shoes at two of its suppliers in Asia.
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Adidas is Closing Factories
The German sportswear maker announced this
week that it would be closing plants near Ansbach, Germany, and Atlanta, Georgia. The
facilities, which Adidas calls "Speedfactories,"
use automated tech to produce sneakers. Adidas had hoped to bring shoe production closer
to consumers and cut shipping emissions, but is
now choosing to deploy its Speedfactory technology to two suppliers in Vietnam and China.

Some of that mission was accomplished. The Speedfactories "have been instrumental in furthering our
manufacturing innovation," Martin Shankland,
Adidas' head of global operations, said in a statement.The company said that production at the
two existing Speedfactories, which were targeting
1 million pairs of shoes between them annually,
will come to an end by April 2020 at the latest.

"We produce more
"More than 90% of our
"In the future, Adidas will concentrate its
than 400 million pairs
products are manufacof shoes per year, so
tured in Asia. It makes
the decision will not
resources and capacities even more on
more sense to concenhave a significant
trate the production modernizing its other suppliers and using 4D impact on our carbon
of the Speedfactories
footprint and we will
where the know how technology in footwear production," it said. continue our efforts
and the suppliers are
to actively reduce our
located," said spokesperson Claudia Lange. "This
carbon footprint as a company," Lange said. When
is less due to financial reasons [and more for]
deployed elsewhere, the technology will continue
organizational reasons," Lange told CNN Busito enable short production times and the producness. Adidas (ADDDF) had planned a global nettion of other types of footwear, not only running
work of automated production that would bring
shoes, Adidas said. The company said it will consneaker output closer to its major markets, altinue its collaboration with Oechsler, the operator
lowing it to respond to consumer demand more
of both Speedfactories, in the area of 4D printing.
quickly while reducing its environmental impact.

Adidas and BASF turned heads
with the introduction of the futuristic Boost Foam technology.

New Midsole Material
November 12, 2019
Adidas is shutting down two cutting-edge
footwear factories in Germany and the United States and moving production to Asia.
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As a New Midsole Material Launches has
Adidas Boost Foam Met its Match?

The unique midsole material has performance
advantages and a distinctive look. Boost foam is
actually a new formulation of a common plastic,
TPU. TPU or Thermoplastic poly-Urethane Boost
is “blown” meaning the chemical engineers at
Adidas and BASF have figured out a way to introduce air bubbles into the plastic making a new
TPU foam. The texture, while distinctive, makes
all Boost midsoles look alike. This distinctive
look is great for marketing launches but designers need the ability to make shoes look different
year to year. Boost foam also has a color issue.
The TPU foam cannot be molded in color so the
midsoles must be painted Painting midsoles adds
cost to the product and even flexible paint can be

scratched off or chipped off the foam surface. The
Boost midsole also requires special steam expansion equipment. Today we visited an EVA pressing
factory with a new compound in development.
This new midsole foam is a mixture of EVA and
TPU. This new foam has the resilient, wrinkle-free
feeling of Boost foam but it can be made with
standard EVA forming machines. The foam maker is hush hush about the exact compound but he
tells us the new foam is about 30% TPU and 70%
EVA. This new midsole compound is lighter than
standard EVA and can be molded in any color like
standard EVA midsole foam. This new EVA TPU
foam is a little more expensive than standard EVA
but costs much less than Adidas TPU Boost foam.
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No doubt Nike makes great shoes, but today we are going to take a critical look at the Nike Air Jordan 1. Rather than review the styling from “Sneaker Freak” perspective or the performance of the
shoe for actually playing basketball, I want to do comparison of the construction, materials and assembly the Original Air Jordan 1, the Retro Air Jordan 1 and the Nike ID Air Jordan 1.

Nike Air Jordan 1 Review
Posted on August 22, 2015
A lot has been written about the Air Jordan 1, but
I’m looking at a specific detail. The edges! How
the shoe designer handles the material edges is
critical to the look, costing and construction of
a shoe design. Today we are looking at 3 different versions of the same Classic Nike Air Jordan
1. Each model of this shoe the Original Air Jordan 1, the Retro Air Jordan 1 and the Nike ID Air
Jordan 1, all have a different edge treatments.
The most common way to treat a material edge
is to do nothing, just cut it. For real leathers
and PU synthetic leathers a clean-cut is usually
okay. If the material backing is color matched to
the skin and the backing material is not rough
or fibrous a clean-cut edge is perfectly acceptable for high-end performance or fashion shoes.
In fact an exposed contrast color edge can be
a neat design element. The down side is the
raw edge is more susceptible to wear and tear.
For a more finished looking treatment the material edges can be rolled. Fabric, Leather and
PU material edges can be rolled. Extra labor
is required and great care must be taken to insure the process results is a neat and clean
edge. Not all shoe parts can be rolled neatly.

In the case of this Nike Air Jordan 1 Retro
edition you can see almost all the material edges are rolled. This is very well done, the
curving eyestay parts with tight corners are
neat and even without bumps or wrinkles. This
fine work is done with the aid of a machine.
To get clean edges like this Air Jordan you need
two operations. First, the material edge must be
skived to reduce the thickness. This leather maybe
1.2mm to 1.5mm – the skived edge, maybe 5mm
wide will be .5 to .7mm thick. This will allow
the edge to be rolled without making a huge fat
edge. Once the material is skived down the cut
parts will be taken to an edge rolling machine.

The last shoe is the Nike ID Air Jordan 1. This model
is made with different materials and uses different
techniques. Made of synthetic panels this shoes
is entirely “turned out”. The shoe parts are cut,
laid down face to face then stitched. The resulting
seam is then hammered flat to remove wrinkles.
The turned seam may also require skiving, depending on the material thickness. This Nike shoe has
some many turned out seams I expect the are not
all skived. This shoe is so neatly made you would
think some parts may be welded on. Like the logo.
Over all when you design a shoe you need to consider how to handle the edges, What materials will
require special finishing, skiving, gluing or hammering? Leather parts can be die cut, fabric parts
can not. Synthetic material cut clean but may not
handle the skiving operations. Rolled seams and
turn out seams can make crisp pattern lines line
a die cut pattern part. Rolled and turned seams
require more equipment, time and labor making
them more expensive. You will have to find the
technique suits for design, material and price.
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The short answer is yes, they do. The long answer
is, it’s not easy. There is some irony to Nike’s ethical
production issue. The irony is that Nike takes all
the heat, while they have one of the best records.

Is Nike making a huge profit
from cheap labor?
Is Nike profiting off the backs of local workers?
No. I’ve seen some blog postings that claim Nike
makes $164.00 in profit from a $220.00 shoe. I’m
sure they wish they did but in reality, the profit is
closer to $60 before marketing, etc. If we work the
profit calculation backward from the $220.00 Nike
MSRP sale price to the end user this is what we get:
The store buys the sneaker from Nike at around
$110-$120. Expect Nike’s margin from the $110 sale
price to the store to be 55%. That’s approximately
$64 in margin dollars or profit from the sale. The
shoe has cost Nike approximately $2 to ship, 20%
import duty, another 8% or so for R &D expenses.
In the end, Nike paid roughly $35.00 to the factory
to buy each pair of shoes. Of the $35.00 Nike paid
to the factory, the factory profit is less than 10%.

Does Nike Ethically Produce Shoes?
Posted on June 22, 2018
In my personal experience making shoes in China, (not for Nike) we purposely look for shoe factories that have ongoing Nike production. The
Nike certified factories have better quality, better
worker safety, Nike labor audits, etc.. I worry
more about the quality of the non-branded or
off-brand shoe factories. Non-branded shoes are
usually made by middleman or agents who just
don’t care. Now, I’m not saying the shoes you buy
at WalMart are guaranteed to have comefrom a
factory with ethical production problems, but I do
know the Nike shoe will be from a better factory.
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Can we blame Nike for the wages paid to workers
in their subcontract factories in foreign countries?
No. Blame yourself. As customers, we demand
maximum value for our money. Nike would soon be
out of business if they were not competitive in the
market. The wages paid in shoe factories are based
on the local laws. Nike is more likely to demand better working conditions over higher wages and the
best shoes are made by well paid, skilled workers,
not minimum wage slaves! Is slave labor used to
make Nike shoes? No. You can’t make high-quality goods in substandard, abusive factories.
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A Day in the Life of a Shoe Designer
Posted on March 12, 2016
Travel Days
I hope you will have some travel days as a designer!
I’ve been lucky, as a shoe designer I have been able
to travel the world. Again, depending on your company, you may be parked in your office or you may
be a road warrior. The shoe designer may travel to
visit factories, large dealers, trade shows, foreign
distributors, sales meetings and inspiration trips.
While Skype can keep you in contact with your associates, there is no substitute for meeting face to
face to work on a problem or celebrate successes.
Will you be traveling First class? I doubt it. Will
you be traveling business class?…maybe, if you are a
senior designer or design manager for a larger firm.

Lucky for us there is no “normal” day for a shoe
designer! The daily life of a shoe designer may
be different every day! For a footwear designer
every day will present a new challenge, almost
every day will be a new adventure! I can think of
10 different “days in the life of a shoe designer”
that you can expect as a professional shoe designer.

or confirming final samples for Fall production.
There are some days for a shoe designer when you
will really be sitting at your desk sketching shoes.
With so many demands on the shoe designers
time these days may seem few and far between.
I have had weeks when I was tasked to just draw,
40 hours of just drawing is actually very difficult.

The daily routine of a shoe designer will greatly
depend on the size of the firm you are working for
or, if you are working for yourself as an independent
designer. In a huge firm like Nike™ or Adidas™
you may find yourself in a large design group with
your tasks focused on a relatively narrow aspect of
shoe design and you may not find yourself working
outside the department. If you work for a smaller
company your responsibilities will be wider, you will
surely be working with many other departments.
As an independent designer you will be asked
to work on many different design related tasks.

The footwear designers time is usually very
mixed. A shoe designers job description will be
a long list of footwear tasks to work with. In the
morning you may spend time making concept
drawings or meeting with the creative manager
to show some new logo applications. Fed-Ex™ or
UPS™ may deliver some shoes. You may spend
some time with your brands’ product manager and
developer unboxing and organizing the new samples. In the afternoon your brand team may meet
and review each shoe, checking the shoe against
the spec sheet or comment correction sheets.

Also, the daily tasks for a shoe designer will greatly
depend on the time of year or where you are in the
footwear Design/Development cycle. In a busy
shoe design office there will be shoes in process for
several different product release dates. You may
be in the concept stage for Spring delivery, while
you are checking test patterns for Holiday delivery

The shoe designer may be working on a new last
with the developer, the new shoe is reviewed, fit
tested or compared to reference samples. The
designer may check the new last to see if corrections were made. The shoe designer will have
meetings with the designer manger to get schedule updates, or with athletes and customers.
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Will you spend many hours crammed in a coach
seat on the way to China? I would say, “Yes! You
will!” Just keep looking forward to being on the
ground and working with friends. Most likely you
will be in a foreign county (China? Italy?), staying
in a hotel close to your office or the factory. Expect to get started early the morning. If you are
traveling with co-workers it’s very important to
get everyone organized and on the same schedule. The traffic in the industrial areas of China
can be horrific, it’s critical to get started early or
your factory visiting day will be spent in traffic!
Visiting factories to work on your projects or see
new processes is great fun. Expect long hours, some
bad food, air conditioning or not…. Be flexible. If
there is another factory close by take the time to
visit. If you are visiting a large factory with many
foreign visitors you may go about your business like
a normal work day. When you are working with
a small factory you may need to spend some time
drinking tea with the owners, this is standard procedure. Depending on the company you are working
for you may be invited to dinner. Large firms have
policies that don’t allow factory dinners, while
for small firms the factory dinner is nessessary to
create a personal bond between the companies.
Watch out! While most factories owners mean well
and just want you to have a good time, others just
try to get you drunk. If business is good you can
expect the factory business dinner to be a party.

As a shoe designer you may be asked travel with a
sales rep and visit with accounts. These trips allow
the designer to visit the retailer and hear first hand
what they think of the products and markets. For
major dealer you may be asked to design some shoes
on the fly. You may also be asked to present your
product during the sales call which is definitely a
worth while experience. If you have international
distributors you many be asked to visit their market.

Trend travel does not happen often but if you work
for a large firm it can happen. You and your fellow
designers may travel to another city or country
just to absorb the styles and trends. Depending on
the type of product you are working on you may
accompany your sample shoes on testing trips. If
you are working on hiking shoes or snowboarding
boots you can expect some cold days in the snow.
Other shoes are often fit tested by your company
staff or wear tested by athletes. Shoe designers
are often called upon to present the new products
to the sales force. The designers may present to
salesmen in your home country or be flown overseas to educate an international sales force. Several
times during the year the shoe designer will have
to prepare for the line closing meetings. In these
meetings the new shoes are presented to CEO’s,
marketing managers and sales managers. The designer must prepare drawings, organize samples
and be ready to explain why a new shoe should be
in the range. Footwear designers are often asked to
attend major trade shows. At trade shows the designers will assist the salesmen with large accounts
and often help present the product lines. You will
find the customer greatly appreciates meeting the
designers and will be happy to share their insights.
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Adidas is going above and
beyond the confines of Earth
and looking to the stars to push
the boundaries of innovation.

Adidas is Partnering With the ISS to
Test Products in Space
By Allen Kim, CNN

The apparel company is launching a multi-year
partnership with the International Space Station
(ISS) US National Laboratory. "The partnership
was formed because of the shared focus on innovation between Adidas and the ISS US National
Lab and our joint dedication to Open Source creation," said James Carnes, vice president of global
brand strategy for Adidas. "The initial conversations led to the idea of maximizing the unique lab
characteristics of the International Space Station,
like microgravity, for product research with our
background in human performance for athletes."
The first phase of the partnership will focus on product innovation by testing products in microgravity.
Microgravity is the condition in which people or
objects appear to be weightless, according to NASA.
Adidas delivered soccer balls to the ISS during a
cargo mission earlier this year in order to run experiments in an attempt to extend the understanding
of flight characteristics beyond Earth. “The unique
conditions of space provide the ideal environment
to discover the unknown,” said Christine Kretz,
vice president of Program and Partnerships of the
International Space Station US National Laboratory.
“For example, microgravity is the only condition
in which we can observe specific experiments like
the behavior of a spinning soccer ball without interrupting airflow and external supports holding
it in place. Having control of certain variables
allows us to conduct tests and collect insights
that aren’t possible on Earth.” Without gravity
distorting the shape and flight path of the ball
and air resistance affecting the ball’s flight spin,
researchers are able to concentrate on testing
other variables. Adidas may be able to incorporate what they learn from these tests into the
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design of the panel shape of the ball, the surface
and texture design, and the material to engineer
future balls. Carnes said that as the first test of
its kind on sports equipment, the company is still
processing the test results for the ball. And they
already have a different test planned. Adidas will
be the first brand to test improvements to footwear in space.vThe company plans to test its Boost
technology, which is the foam the company uses
to cushion some of its most popular and comfortable shoes, without the distraction of gravity.
This could influence the performance and comfort of existing models while paving the way
for innovation of new products. "Beyond the
Earth's atmosphere, extreme conditions in microgravity and temperature allow for unique
exploratory testing that can only be achieved
in space," said Carnes. "This will manifest itself
in technology and process innovations for how
we make sneakers, advancements in apparel like
compression garments, extreme temperature
management of both footwear and apparel, and pioneering sustainable materials and circular processes."
The tests are slated to begin early next year, and
astronauts will experiment in order to test if it's
possible to produce Boost midsoles with regions
of different particle sizes, which Adidas says could
theoretically optimize performance and comfort.
"We know that the space-based environment of
the orbiting laboratory promotes profound changes that affect all scientific disciplines," Kretz said.
"What is exciting about this collaboration is the
targeted nature of Adidas' research with its Boost
technology. What they learn could have very nearterm impacts on the company's future product
lines that could benefit athletes all over the world."

Adidas said it plans to research human performance and sustainability through the physical
training regimen developed for astronauts. Astronauts must undergo a rigorous training program
in order to prepare for the harsh conditions of
space, and Adidas hopes to improve endurance
and strength training by studying the conditions
required to prepare for space travel. The company also plans to explore the range of motion
in the human body and how muscle development and atrophy are affected without gravity.
"This will have an impact on how we design and
develop things like compression apparel for muscle enhancement and recovery," Carnes said. "We
are also inspired by the recent increase of women astronauts joining space programs, which
could potentially enable exploration with a balanced look at specific biomechanical movements
of both men and women throughout the entire
journey." Adidas hopes to use this information to

help athletes better prepare, perform and recover.
Adidas hopes to use this information to help athletes better prepare, perform and recover. Adidas
has made a commitment to being environmentally
friendly. The company has a long-running partnership with the organization Parley, which focuses on
recycling ocean plastics and using them to create
apparel and sneakers. The company also recently
launched the Adidas Futurecraft Loop, which is
the company’s first recyclable shoe. Now the company hopes its partnership with the ISS will yield
takeaways for more sustainable manufacturing.
Carnes said that Adidas hopes to “pioneer a whole
new approach to sustainability that can only happen
in conditions where every gram of material needs to
be accounted for, reused, or repurposed.” “At Adidas, we believe that through sport we have the power to change lives, and we want to learn how to make
sport accessible to everyone, wherever humanity
goes -- Earth, space and beyond,” Carnes said.
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Why Adidas’ Footwear
Sales Slowed Down

Adidas Can't Make Enough
Sportswear to Meet Demand

Fri May 3, 2019

NOV 8, 2019

Adidas Group revenues for the third quarter beat
forecasts, but footwear sales decelerated — and some
analysts speculated that slowing Yeezy momentum
could be partly responsible. The German-based
athletic giant reported a Q3 revenue increase of 9%
to 6.41 billion euros ($7.1 billion), but footwear sales
rose just 1% during the quarter — compared with
growth of 8% in last year’s same period. Since Adidas
doesn’t break out the financial specifics on various
products lines — and overall Adidas Group footwear sales also included contributions from ownedbrand Reebok — it’s unclear exactly how much
Yeezy contributed to shoe sales during the period.
But, CEO Kasper Rorsted told investors the Kanye
West-led line did not experience growth during
the quarter — neither was it expected to do so
— due to difficult year-over-year comparisons.
“Yeezy was not planned [to grow] and did not
grow in the third quarter as it was competing
against the biggest Yeezy released ever, which
was executed in the prior quarter,” Rorsted said.
In that same vein, Adidas’ chief also attributed a
deceleration in overall e-commerce sales — which
grew 14% during the period, compared to a 76% increase a year earlier — to softer Yeezy growth but
added that he expects a return to “a more normalized
growth rate for [e-commerce] in the fourth quarter.
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Rorsted also told investors Thursday that Q3 2018
was the best performing quarter for Yeezy to date.
“Although the executive did not specify what the
“biggest Yeezy released ever” was, the largest product drop during Q3 2018 was the Yeezy Boost 350
V2 “Triple White” restock, which was the brand’s
first attempt at mass distributing a West-designed
shoe. The restock hit stores on Sept. 21, 2018. Two
months after the restock, Rorsted — alongside
North American president Zion Armstrong — spoke
with FN about the Yeezy business. During the discussion, Rorsted said he wasn’t concerned with
mass production of a specific style hampering the
buzz and demand for other Yeezys in the future.
“I think the brand can carry much broader products
than it has so far, and we’re just getting to phase 2 in
what we’re doing with Kanye. If we didn’t continue
to renew the products he’s bringing out, eventually
you could get some fatigue. But I don’t think there’s
risk for fatigue with what we’re doing. Actually, it’s
on the contrary,” Rorsted told FN in November 2018.
Armstrong added, “The Kiths and the Packers —
they’re not seeing challenges with this. And what
we’ve seen with the most recent scarcity drops —
Desert Rats and 700s — is that sell-through has been
instantaneous. We’re making sure the pipeline is full
of newness and, at the appropriate time, commercializing what’s been in the market for two years.”

The German sportswear company said Friday that
supply chain shortages are making it difficult to
meet a sharp increase in consumer demand for its
mid-priced apparel. The shortages limited sales
growth in the first three months of the year to
4%. Adidas (ADDDF) said the issue could knock
up to two percentage points off sales growth
this year, restricting it to between 5% and 8%.
Adidas did not provide details of the supply
problems or the products affected in its earnings
statement and a spokesperson declined to comment further. Yet investors cheered the company's
results, which revealed a 40% increase in online
revenue and a 16% sales spike in greater China. First quarter operating profits were up 17%.
Shares in Adidas spiked over 6% in Frankfurt,
lifting the stock to a new record high. The company said the Adidas brand was driving growth.
Increasingly popular Adidas training and run

ning products helped offset weaker demand for
football merchandize than last year, when sales
were boosted by the World Cup. Reebok, another brand owned by Adidas, was a different story.
Its sales were down 6%. Adidas launched a turnaround strategy at the end of 2016, pledging to
focus on China, North America and online sales.
Friday's strong results for e-commerce and China
suggest the strategy is paying off. Sales have also
increased in North America, where the company is
stealing market share from Nike (NKE) and Under
Armour (UA). Adidas has signed up athletes and celebrities as brand ambassadors in the United States.
It scored a big win last month when it announced
a partnership with Beyoncé Knowles. The singer
has signed an agreement to relaunch Ivy Park, her
line of fashionable workout clothes, with Adidas.
Knowles will become a creative partner for Adidas, helping to develop new footwear and clothes.

Adidas has a good kind of
problem: It can't make enough
apparel to meet demand.
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Nike Released a Shoe for
'Everyday Heroes'
Fri November 15, 2019
Nike Air Zoom Pulse is an athletic shoe designed
for those in the medical profession. Nike said in
a news release that they had "everyday heroes"
specifically in mind. The company went to OHSU
Doernbecher Children's Hospital in Portland, Oregon, to study those in the profession. They took
into account the challenges of those on the job-including long hours on their feet and liquid spills.
Working in advertising can’t be easy. For every “I’m
lovin’ it” or “Just Do It” there’s thousands of crappy,
forgettable slogans that never caught on. But it’s
nearly 2020 and that means the brave front-line
marketers tasked with capturing our hearts, minds,
and wallets have a powerful new ally: Artificial intelligence. Take this unofficial Nike advertisement
that a neural network spit out after being trained on
seven years worth of the company’s commercials:

The shoe is designed like a clog, an industry favorite, but is just made more athletic, Nike said.
"The fit, cushioning and traction systems work
together to secure the foot in all hospital conditions." The shoe has a laceless upper and an elastic
strap keeps the heel securely contained. Nike said
this makes the shoe easy to get on with one hand.
It has a durable, full-rubber outsole with a sole
that provides traction even when liquid is present.
Sure, the ad might sound like a jumbled, cacophonous
word-soup of gibberish. But there’s a vein of inspiration pulsing within it. Seriously, “If you can’t beat
him, legend that thing!” is a T-shirt worthy slogan
if I’ve ever heard one. There’s something about the
results of this mundane neural network‘s abstraction that’s as quixotic and interesting as the human
creative spirit itself – if you squint and suspend
your disbelief anyway. Eat your heart out GPT-2.

Nike's new shoe was not created for athletes such as basketball players or tennis players, but for
a different crowd -- medical workers.
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Truly, a Blaze(r) of Glory.
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The Nike Blazer
Is Already Having
a Big Year
Tyler Watamanuk
There are plenty of classic Nike styles that never
stray from the mainstream sneaker rotation, like
the always-in-style Air Force 1. New sneakers like
the React Element 87 or the Vapormax create so
much buzz that they earn their time in spotlight.
And given the sheer volume of hit Nike sneakers
both old and new, some equally stylish kicks never
get to shine. One of those sneakers has long been the
Nike Blazer, but the often underappreciated sneaker
seems to be poised for a big year—thanks in part to a
trio of ultra-clean colorways dropping this weekend.
The bold mid-top silhouette arrives in a white
leather upper and comes with the Nike Swoosh
decked out in either kelly green, habanero red, or
electric blue. The original Blazer sneaker debuted
all the way back in 1972 and transformed into a
modern style staple, but has ebbed and flowed in
popularity since. Both the low-cut and mid-top
styles have been adopted as a skate sneaker (with
the addition of a Zoom Air unit) in the past decade.

However, this could be the year the Blazer finally
gets its time in the limelight. In late 2018, Virgil
Abloh unleashed another Off White x Nike Blazer
that LeBron James liked enough to post to his 46
million Instagram followers. Then Stüssy dropped
a series of Blazer silhouettes to close out the
year, including limited-edition sneakers painted by skateboarder and artist Lance Mountain.

But in the world of sought-after sneakers, the
Blazer is one of those Nike sneakers that you
can always find in a couple of run-of-the-mill
colorways, and isn’t often dressed up into something that sneakerheads lust after. Sure, it has its
own dedicated cult of diehard fans (every Nike
sneaker does, even the superbly ugly Foamposite does), but the shoe is nowhere near as visible
as some of the Swoosh’s other red-hot styles.

Later this spring, the forward-thinking Japanese
label Sacai is set to drop a off-kilter take on the
Blazer that features a mash-up silhouette with
double the Swooshes, tongues, laces, and more.
And of course, this weekend’s release of simple-yet-stylish Blazers is kicking the year off right.
Only time will tell if 2019 ends up being the Year
of the Blazer, but picking up a pair of Nike Blazers
this weekend is probably a good call either way.
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The German company has just opened new headquarters in the U.S., located in New York’s Greenwich Village. One year ago, at the end of 2018, Adidas had an 11.5% share of the U.S. athletic
footwear retail market and a 5.4 percent share of its activewear market, according to NPD’s figures.

Adidas Seeks to Grow in Nike’s Kingdom, Opens New HQ in the U.S.
Adidas wants to increase its market
share in the American market, where
Nike is the king of sportswear.

The U.S. represents 40% of the global
sports market, said Zion Armstrong, the
company’s North American president.
“So our biggest opportunity is here”, he
told WWD. Adidas’ market penetration in
the U.S. is in the low single digits Adidas
“is on track for a record year” in the U.S.,
after having doubled its top-line sales
from 2016 to 2018. Nowadays, according to Armstrong, Adidas has a market
penetration in the low single digits.
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The German company wants to expand
in the U.S. by pushing its innovations in
product for performance and lifestyle,
but also enhancing its sustainability
initiatives and launching some key collaborations, including the first collection
with Beyoncé. Adidas ended third quarter with a drop of 2% in its net profit, to
644 million euros (715 million dollars).
Its revenue stood at 6.4 billion euros
(7.1 billion dollars). In North America, the company posted a rise of 15.7%
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How Adidas Will Use Beyoncé, Kanye West
and Pharrell to Make a Statement in 2020
By Peter Verr
Today at the brand’s New York City showroom and office, Adidas North America president Zion Armstrong provided details to FN
about the collections that are in the pipeline
for 2020 — which includes its debut work with
Beyoncé. (Adidas announced the partnership
with Beyoncé and her Ivy Park brand in April.)
“In terms of range, there are two collections.
There is Beyoncé and Adidas and then there’s
Ivy Park,” Armstrong explained to FN. “And this
is not just athleisure product. We [will also] have
performance product. She is a phenomenal creator athlete and is helping us push the envelope
in performance product with materials and fit.”
Aside from the first lines with the beloved hitmaker, Armstrong confirmed new footwear styles with
famed music producer Pharrell Williams are scheduled to hit retail, and more Yeezy looks from rapper-turned-designer Kanye West are slated to drop.
The executive also answered a question die hard
Yeezy fans have consistently posed on social media:
Where are the new models? Although there have
been new styles released in 2019, including the
Boost 380 in the “Alien” colorway and the Slide,
much of what’s hit stores have been new iterations
of shoes that have been on the market for quite
some time, such as the Boost 350 V2 and the 700.
“Are we confident next year with the range of [Yeezy]
products? Without a doubt,” Armstrong said. “You’re
going to see more newness than you’ve ever seen
before. You will see new silhouettes and you will see
us making sure we continue to do that in a sustainable manner. There are multiple new silhouettes
coming down the pipeline. There will be freshness
and newness coming through at the right volumes.”
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Although Armstrong has confidence in what’s to
come with Adidas’ partners — including Yeezy — the
brand isn’t far removed from the third quarter when
footwear sales only grew 1%, down from the 8%
growth the category experienced in the same period
the year prior. After the earnings were revealed in
early November, some analysts speculated that slowing Yeezy momentum could be partly responsible.
After the earnings call, Adidas CEO told investors
that Yeezy did not grow — and wasn’t expected to.
“Yeezy was not planned [to grow] and did not grow
in the third quarter as it was competing against the
biggest Yeezy released ever, which was executed in
the prior quarter,” the executive said last month.
(The largest product drop during Q3 2018 was the
Yeezy Boost 350 V2 “Triple White” restock that hit
stores on Sept. 21, which was the brand’s first attempt at mass distributing a West-designed shoe.)

Collaboration is a needle-mover, and Adidas
is positioned to generate buzz next year with
a robust lineup of product with key partners.

Today, Armstrong stated there’s still plenty of heat
around the West-led line.“The most recent launch of
the 350 sold out instantly, it sold out in a heartbeat
— [in quantities] far bigger than three years ago,”
Armstrong told FN. (The last 350 to launch was the
“Black” colorway that dropped on Black Friday.) Aside
from partnerships, 2020 will feature other standout
moments that Adidas will work to capitalize on.
Armstrong said the rollout of the Superstar, which
turns 50, will be a hit (“There are multiple stories

that we will tell that connect with each athlete,
artist, actor or actress that are powerful”) and will
“leave a legacy behind” with other activations,
starting with its yet-to-be-revealed sustainability-focused initiative surrounding the Super Bowl
in February in Miami (“Just like we did at 747
[Warehouse Street], we left a legacy behind in L.A.
around [NBA] All-Star Weekend, we’re going to
leave a legacy behind to make sure we continue
to improve the communities we interact with”).
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Here are the best sneakers of 2019 (so far). —Matt Welty

TOP PICKS OF THE YEAR

It's what you've all been waiting
for, ain't it? Following our Best Air
Jordans and Best Collaborations
list, it's finally time for the best
sneakers of the year, up to now.
The only list that matters. From,
well, I'm not gonna say it myself.
It’s tough to gage the best sneak
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ers at the halfway point of the
year, but we've try our damnedest. This list will also most likely
change by the end of the year—
better sneakers will release,
some of these sneakers may get
tired, and trends might change.
This year has seen Travis Scott

ADIDAS ORIGINALS EQT ADV PARLEY
Adidas YEEZY 500 ‘Soft Vision’
Adidas YEEZY Boost 350
V2 ‘Semi-Frozen Yellow’
Air Max 90
Kith Nike LeBron Performance
15 ‘Closing Ceremony’
Kyrie 2 ‘Squidward’
Lebron 17 ‘Future Air’
Jordan 1 Retro High OffWhite ‘University Blue’
Jordan 1 Retro High ‘Travis Scott’
Jordan 2 Retro Deconstructed ‘ Sail’

get his own Air Jordan 1, Jordan Brand bring back the Air
Jordan IV in true form, Adidas
rework its archive, and a load
of unexpected collaborations.
It's not easy to put these things
together and please everyone,
but here's our best shot at it.
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How Puma Emerged From the
Shadows of Its Competition in 2019
Peter Verry
The sneaker conversation in the U.S. has long
been dominated by behemoths Nike and Adidas.
But the truly insurgent name in the market this
year was Puma, which has become a major player
in both the lifestyle and performance categories.
In late August, the brand made a statement with
the opening of its first North American flagship, an 18,000-square-foot storefront on New
York’s bustling Fifth Avenue, within walking

as Foot Locker had success with the brand’s court
looks, classics and lifestyle runners, led particularly
by the RS-X, a chunky silhouette offered in a multitude of bold colors. “The business was reinvigorated
by the fashion running products. [Puma] capitalized
on the trend in the fashion running space,” said Foot
Locker EVP and North America CEO Jake Jacobs.
“That’s the main thing that’s turned their business
around, and the consumer is responding to it.”

distance of its strongest athletic competitors.
“Opening on Fifth Avenue is a big investment and
a commitment to the American market,” Puma
CEO Bjørn Gulden told FN. “It’s an interactive place
where consumers can talk to us and we can talk
to them. We’re showcasing the brand in a way we
haven’t done before, and we’re learning a lot from
the conversations we’re having with the consumer.”

Foot Locker’s success with the RS-X was aided by several exclusive releases and activations throughout
the year, including last month’s Sonic the Hedgehog
launch. The retailer also worked with Puma on other
initiatives that included delivering its Helly Hansen
collaborative collection and exclusively stocking
its Hacked series of altered iconic sneakers. “Puma
started to connect more relevantly from a cultural

Puma has further connected with consumers
through its robust ambassador roster of celebrities and athletes. Among its latest developments,
the company released a shoe and apparel collab
in November with luxury fashion house Balmain
that Cara Delevingne created; it delivered singer
Selena Gomez’s second collection of shoes and
apparel; and it produced prison reform–themed
sneakers backed by rapper Meek Mill. Puma
also strengthened its growing NBA player roster by signing several star athletes, including

standpoint in the marketplace [in 2019], and a lot of
the things they’re doing are working,” Jacobs said.
“They’ve got quite a bit of positive momentum.”In
Q3, Puma posted a 17% increase in global revenue
on a currency-adjusted basis — a company best,
according to Gulden — led by double-digit gains
in the Americas and Asia-Pacific. Footwear sales,
in particular, rose 16.9%, which he attributed to
the strong performance of new styles. Looking
ahead, Gulden is ambitious on Puma’s behalf and
wants to see the company gain more traction.

New York Knicks rookie RJ Barrett and Los Angeles
Lakers baller Kyle Kuzma, an athlete who is also fond
of fashion. “I chose to sign with Puma because of the
positive way they were trending,” Kuzma said. “It’s
a great company that’s been around for years, and
they understand what the athlete wants. They’ve
given me a lot of creative control on certain things
and allowed me to have some input.” From a product
perspective, Puma further cemented itself as a lifestyle standout. Specifically, key retail partners such

“I’m not looking at the competition and saying,
‘I need to compete against these guys; I need to
beat them.’ I [believe that] if we do the job for the
consumer, we will be successful,” the CEO said. “We
have to get more retail space, we have to talk even
more with the consumer and then we will grow.”
He continued: “We have had a good run and have
delivered what we promised, but we have a lot to
improve and we know what to improve. We’re at the
start of a journey that will go on for a long time.”
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On Dec. 3, Puma will be honored as the Brand
of the Year at the FN Achievement Awards.
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